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NEW PLUGIN RELEASE: SWEEPPRESS LITE/PRO
An easy to use plugin for WordPress database cleanup and optimization

Niš, Serbia, March 3, 2022. Dev4Press today announced the release of a new plugin for WordPress:
SweepPress, in both Pro and Lite editions. SweepPress is a full-featured solution for clean up of
WordPress website database, removal of unused or obsolete data, and optimization of database tables.
Removing old and unused data from the database is an essential step in optimizing database performance.
The plugin provides 27 Sweepers that target different types of clean-up operations (for posts, comments,
users, terms, options) with support for WordPress Multisite.

Main plugin dashboard with Auto and Quick Sweep.



SweepPress can add commands into WP-CLI allowing to run cleanup operations from the command line,
and it can add endpoints into WP REST API allowing to run cleanup operations through the REST API for
authorized user accounts. In both cases, you have commands and endpoints to list available sweepers and
estimated removal data.

SweepPress Pro includes additional features. From the Jobs panel, you can add Sweeper Jobs, and each
job can have a predefined list of sweepers to run. Job un can be scheduled to run at specified time one, or
as a recurring job on a schedule. And, Pro version also can track and list WordPress CRON system to
identify Cron Jobs sources, run each Job at any time or remove Jobs. The plugin can identify job sources
and you can remove jobs belonging to unused plugins.

For more information about SweepPress, a list of features, and related articles, please visit the plugin home
page: https://sweep.press/ or plugins.dev4press.com/sweeppress and the page in WordPress.org plugins
repository to get the Lite version of the plugin: wordpress.org/plugins/sweeppress.

About Dev4Press
Dev4Press is a part of the Golden Dragon WebStudio development agency from Serbia, started and owned by
Milan Petrović, and established in 2009. Dev4Press is dedicated to WordPress plugins development, custom
development, security and performance optimization, and support, and it offers a wide range of free and premium
plugins and addons for websites built on WordPress and bbPress powered forums.
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